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Ab initio molecular orbital theory has been used to study and explain the effects of chain length on the addition–
fragmentation equilibrium constant in reversible addition–fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization. New data
is presented for azobisisobutyronitrile-initiated t-butyl dithiobenzoate-mediated polymerization of methyl methacrylate,
and 2-(((ethylthio)carbonothioyl)thio)propanoic acid-mediated polymerization of acrylamide, and compared with
published results for a dithiobenzoate-mediated polymerization of styrene and a trithiocarbonate-mediated polymerization
of methyl acrylate. The effects of primary and penultimate substituents on the addition–fragmentation equilibrium
constants in RAFT polymerization can be very large (up to eight orders and four orders of magnitude respectively) and
should be taken into account in kinetic models. Antepenultimate unit effects are relatively small, implying that, for most
systems, chain length effects have largely converged by the dimer stage. However, for sterically bulky monomers capable
of undergoing anchimeric interactions such as hydrogen bonding, the onset and convergence of these substituent effects is
delayed to slightly longer chain lengths. Themagnitude and direction of chain-length effects in the addition–fragmentation
equilibrium constants varies considerably with the nature of the RAFT agent, the initiating species, the propagating
radical, and the solvent. The observed substituent effects arise primarily in the differing stabilities of the attacking radicals,
but are further modified by homoanomeric effects and, where possible, hydrogen-bonding interactions.
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Introduction

Methods for controlling free-radical polymerization have
transformed the radical polymer field in recent years as they
allow one to combine the advantages of conventional radical
polymerization (such as its relatively broad scope and mild
reaction conditions) with the ability to synthesize polymers with
narrowmolecular weight distributions, designer end-groups and
novel architectures, such as block copolymers, star polymers,
and grafted polymers.[1] Among the most versatile of these
methods is the reversible addition–fragmentation chain transfer
(RAFT) polymerization process.[2] In this process, control is
achieved by protecting the majority of growing polymer chains
from bimolecular termination reactions through their reversible
storage as dormant thiocarbonyl compounds (see Scheme 1).
The success of the process relies on striking a delicate balance of
the rates of the various competing reactions so as to ensure that

equilibrium between the dormant and active polymeric species
is established rapidly, the equilibrium concentration of the
dormant form is orders of magnitude greater that of the active
species, and the exchange between the two forms is rapid.
Choosing reagents and reaction conditions that strike this opti-
mal balance for different types of monomer, and different target
molecular weight ranges, is often difficult. The design of
accurate kinetic models, and the provision of accurate kinetic
parameters for use in these models, can greatly assist process
optimization and control.

Unfortunately, the complexity of the RAFT process often
hampers efforts to identify complete kinetic models and measure
accurate values of the individual rate coefficients. This is because
the quantities that experimental techniques actually measure are
not the rate coefficients but rather the time-dependent concentra-
tions of the some of themajor species (such asmonomer, initiator,
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and polymer) and some of the major functional groups (such as
the total concentrations of the unpaired electron associated with
the propagating radical and with the RAFT–adduct radical). To
‘measure’ the individual rate coefficients, it is then necessary to fit
an assumed kinetic model to these data, using any unknown rate
coefficients as the fit parameters. This model-fitting approach
to kinetic measurement raises three serious problems. First, the
measured rate coefficients are only physically valid if the assumed
kinetic model (and any other inputs to it) is correct. Second, the
use of adjustable parameters makes it easy for any number of
physically invalid models to fit the same data and identifying the
correctmodel becomes difficult. Third, this approach tends to lead
to oversimplified models, as the number of unknown rate para-
meters is limited by the effective degrees of freedom in the
measured experimental data rather than the actual physical
complexity of the system.

These problems are particularly significant for RAFT poly-
merization, where we have shown that a model that takes
into account the chain-length dependence of the addition–
fragmentation process requires more than 100 individual rate
parameters even if these effects are assumed to have converged
at the trimer stage for both the propagating radical and growing
RAFT agent.[3] As a result, the number of unknown parameters
greatly exceeds the effective degrees of freedom in typical
measured experimental data, and it is thus necessary to make
simplifying assumptions in order to reduce the number of
parameters down to a manageable number. These simplifica-
tions, which are difficult to test, then become a potentially large
source of error in the resulting ‘measured’ rate coefficients.
These problems are illustrated by the ongoing controversy
about the fragmentation rate in certain cumyl dithiobenzoate-
mediated polymerizations. As is nowwell known, depending on
the model assumed and the data to which it is fitted, alternative
experimental ‘measurements’ of this rate coefficient can differ
by up to six orders of magnitude from one another.[4]

In the light of these problems, alternative methods for
obtaining values of the individual rate coefficients of compli-
cated multistep polymerization processes such as RAFT are
highly desirable. One such strategy is offered by quantum
chemistry. Using only the laws of quantum mechanics and the
values of a few fundamental physical constants (e.g. masses and
charges of the electrons and nuclei), it is possible in principle to
predict the rate coefficients of a chemically controlled reaction
from first principles, without recourse to kinetic model-based
assumptions. In practice, owing to computational constraints, it
is necessary to make numerical approximations and these are a
potential source of error. However, thanks to the development of
accurate and efficient methods, coupled with rapid and continu-
ing increases in computer power, chemically accurate calcula-
tions are becoming routine inmany fields of chemistry. In recent
years, we have developed and benchmarked a chemically
accurate methodology for predicting the kinetics and thermo-
dynamics of the various chemically controlled reactions rele-
vant to radical polymerization,[5] including propagation,[6]

chain transfer,[7] and the controlling reactions in nitroxide-
mediated polymerization,[8] atom-transfer radical poly-
merization,[9] and RAFT polymerization.[10] Because the
computationalmethodology can reproduce experiments in those
cases where the rate coefficients can be measured in a relatively
model-free manner (using for example laser flash photolysis-
based techniques or conventional studies of the ‘isolated’
chemical reactions), we can use the same methodology with a
degree of confidence to study these reactions in more compli-
cated polymerizations for which experimental results cannot be
obtained without recourse to kinetic model-based assumptions.

In a proof-of-principle study, we used ab initio kinetic
modelling to simulate the initialization period in cyanoisopropyl
dithiobenzoate (CIPDTB)-mediated polymerization of styrene
in the presence of azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) initiator.[3]

To this end, we used quantum chemistry to calculate the
equilibrium constants for the various addition–fragmentation
reactions, allowing for chain length effects in the attacking
radical up to the trimer stage and chain-length effects in the
RAFT agent up to the unimer stage. We then combined these
calculated results with well-accepted experimental data for the
remaining rate parameters (the chain-length-independent addi-
tion rate coefficient and the various initiation, propagation,
and termination rate parameters for AIBN-initiated styrene
polymerization). The predicted concentration profiles of the
monomer, and the various low-molecular-weight thiocarbonyl
compounds formed during the early stages of the RAFT process
all showed very good agreement with the independent experi-
mental data from the literature.[11] It is important to stress that
this good agreement was achieved without recourse to any
model fitting and is thus strong evidence in support of the
accuracy of the quantum-chemical calculations as well as the
model used.

Despite this, the application of quantum chemistry to the
RAFT process remains controversial.[4,12] Two related pro-
blems have been raised. The first is that, using the standard
RAFT kinetic model,[2] the equilibrium constants (and hence
fragmentation rate coefficients) predicted for dithiobenzoate-
mediated systems lead to predicted concentrations of the inter-
mediate radicals that are several orders ofmagnitude higher than
those that are measured experimentally.[4] In other words, the
quantum-chemical calculations predict that the intermediate
radicals are very stable to fragmentation whereas the electron
spin resonance (ESR)measurements seem to imply that they are
not. However, it is important to stress that whereas radical
concentrations are directly measured, the conversion of these
radical concentrations to fragmentation rate coefficients is
model-dependent. As has been noted previously, the mismatch
between the quantum-chemical values and the ‘measured’
values could alternatively be due to the model itself being
incomplete – neglecting an additional reaction channel that also
consumes the intermediate radical.[4,13] If such a reaction were
to occur, it would result in the reduction of the intermediate
radical concentration below that expected on the basis of its
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Scheme 1. Simplified reversible addition–fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization scheme.
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fragmentation rate alone, causing one to overestimate the
fragmentation rate. Of course such a reaction channel, if it were
general and not merely due to an impurity (e.g. from the original
RAFT agent synthesis or the partial thermal or photodecompo-
sition of the RAFT agent), would contribute to the observed
retardation phenomena in themeasured reaction rates andwould
require these kinetic experiments to be re-evaluated also. Either
way, it should be reiterated that fragmentation rate coefficients
‘measured’ from polymerization rates or radical concentrations
are dependent on model-based assumptions, the validity of
which are not yet firmly established.

Indeed, the possibility that model-based assumptions are the
source of differences between quantum-chemical and experi-
mental fragmentation rate coefficients is becoming increasingly
credible, now that the first direct experimental measurements
of the fragmentation rate and equilibrium constants have been
made for a model RAFT reaction.[10b] Using a special spin-
trapping technique, Chernikova et al.[10b] measured the addition
and fragmentation kinetics for the interaction of t-butyl with
t-butyl dithiobenzoate directly, and compared the results with
quantum-chemical calculations on the same system under the
same conditions. It was shown that theory and experiment are in
excellent agreement, and the intermediate radical is indeed
relatively stable to fragmentation in this system. This follows
earlier studies in which quantum-chemical calculations were
also able to predict the experimental equilibrium constant for a
trithiobenzoate-mediated acrylate polymerization, as measured
via a laser flash photolysis-based technique,[14] and the experi-
mental equilibrium constants for t-butyl radical addition to di-
t-butyl thioketones,[15] as measured via time-resolved ESR.[16]

There is therefore now a weight of evidence, drawn from
experimental studies where rate or equilibrium constants can
be measured directly without having to assume a kinetic model
for the entire RAFT process, that supports the quantum-
chemical predictions for these type of reactions provided the
recommended[5] quantum-chemical methodology is used.

This leaves us with the second problem, which is that the
quantum-chemical calculations, by necessity, focus on small
oligomeric systems rather than the actual polymers themselves.
To relate these calculations to the polymeric systems, we need to
know something about the chain-length effects on the addition
and fragmentation rate coefficients in a RAFT-mediated poly-
merization. At the same time, an understanding of these chain-
length effects is also crucial from an experimental perspective,
as these are needed when deriving the kinetic models used for
analyzing the experimental data or optimizing reaction condi-
tions. We have previously used quantum chemistry to study the
chain-length dependence of the equilibrium constant in the early
steps of a model dithiobenzoate-mediated polymerization of
styrene. We showed that the equilibrium constant changes by
nearly six orders of magnitude as the chain length of the
attacking radical is increased up to the dimer stage, with minor
subsequent changes (less than a factor of four in the worst case)
between the dimer and trimer stage (see Fig. 1a).[17] This in turn
would seem to imply that the trimer values are probably close
to the long chain limit, which is what one would expect for a
chemically controlled reaction in which the remote substituents
are not conjugatedwith the reaction centre. At the same time, the
effects of chain length in the RAFT agent were found to bemuch
less significant, presumably because they were further removed
from the reaction centre in the first place, and appeared to have
converged to within a factor of two once the primary substitu-
ents were in place.[17] Similar chain-length dependencies were

subsequently calculated for a slightlymore realisticmodel of the
RAFT agent in this process and used in our successful ab initio
simulation of the initialization period.[3] In our subsequent study
of trithiobenzoate-mediated polymerization of methyl acrylate,
we also observed a very large chain-length dependence for the
equilibrium constant up to the dimer stage, followed by only
minor further changes (less than a factor of two) from the dimer
to the trimer (see Fig. 1b).[10b] Once again, this would seem to
imply that the trimeric system is close to the long chain limit and
should provide a reasonable model of the corresponding poly-
meric reaction – a conclusion that is further supported by the fact
that this value is in good agreement with the experimental
value[14] for the polymeric system, as measured via laser flash
photolysis.

Nonetheless, direct experimental studies of the fragmentation
reaction in the dithiobenzoate systems have yet to be performed
and, in their recent commentary, Klumperman et al.[12] concluded
‘we can state that we do not see any a priori reason to doubt the
general trends reported for the addition of small monomeric
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radicals to small RAFT agents. However, we feel that the reported
chain length effects seem unreasonably large, although we can
certainly not proof [sic] that this is the case.’ In the light of this
ongoing debate, and in the light of their importance in kinetic
modelling, further studies of chain-length effects in the RAFT
process are desirable. In the present work, we use high-level
ab initiomolecular orbital theory calculations to study the effects
of chain length in t-butyl dithiobenzoate (TBDTB)-mediated
polymerization of methyl methacrylate, and a trithiocarbonate-
mediated polymerization of acrylamide in the presence of AIBN
initiator. In each case, we will compare the calculated chain-
length effects with those reported previously for these classes of
RAFT agent in polymerizations of other monomers,[10b,17] in an
attempt to verify and explain their behaviour.

Computational Procedures

Standard ab initio molecular orbital theory and density func-
tional theory calculations were performed usingGaussian 03[18]

and Molpro 2009.1[19] software, using a high level of theory,
previously shown to reproduce experimental equilibrium con-
stants for addition–fragmentation in RAFT polymerization to
within chemical accuracy.[10] Geometries of all species were
optimized at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level of theory and scaled
frequency calculations were also performed at that level; this
level has been previously shown to reproduce geometries and
frequencies obtained via high-level ab initio methods.[20]

Conformations of all species were screened using the energy-
directed tree search (EDTS) method at the B3LYP/6–31G(d)
level of theory.[21] Improved energies were then obtained using
our W1-ONIOM method, as defined and evaluated in our pre-
vious papers.[22] In the present work, we have applied a four-
layer approach where the reaction of "CH3 with S#C(H)SCH3

was treated at W1;[23] effects of the a-substituents were treated
at the G3(MP2)-RAD[24] level; the remote RAFT agent sub-
stituent effects were studied using ROMP2/GTMP2 Large; the
substituent effects of the remaining system were calculated
at the ROMP2/6–311$G(d,p). Further details of the ONIOM
scheme can be found in Fig. S1 of the Accessory Publication.

Partition functions and associated thermodynamic quantities
(at 298.15K) were calculated using the standard textbook
formulae for an ideal gas under the rigid-rotor and harmonic
oscillator approximation. As we have shown previously,[25] this
approximation introduces a systematic error of around an order
of magnitude compared with the corresponding more accurate
hindered rotor treatment. However, as this error arises primarily
in the treatment of the C–S bonds (which are single bonds on the
product side but are either absent or contain significant double-
bond character on the reactant side), we expect the errors to
remain relatively constant within each studied homologous
series and not affect our analysis of their chain-length depen-
dencies. Calculations of partition functions were carried out
using our in-house program TChem.[26]

As in our recent study of the propagation step in methyl
acrylate and vinyl acetate polymerization,[6b] free energies of
solvation were calculated using COSMO-RS [27] using the bulk
monomer as solvent. This new-generation solvation method
describes the interactions in a fluid as local interaction of
molecular surfaces, the interaction energies being quantified
by the values of the two screening charge densities that form a
molecule contact. Among its other advantages, it is designed and
parameterized to model the temperature dependence of the
solvation energies. COSMO-RS calculations were carried out

on the gas-phase structures at the BP/TZVP level because this
was the level of theory for which it was parameterized. Free
energies of each species in solution were obtained as the sum
of the corresponding gas-phase free energy, the calculated free
energy of solvation and a correction term, DnRT ln(V), to take
account of the fact that the solvation energy is computed for
the passage from 1 atm (101325 Pa) (g) to 1mol L!1 (soln).[28]

The COSMO-RS calculations were performed using the
COSMO-RS module of the software package ADF,[29] which
is based on the implementation of Pye et al.[30]

Having obtained overall free energies in the gas and solution
phases, these were used to calculate the equilibrium constants
(K) via Eqn 1.

K%T& # %c'&Dn exp%!DGsoln=RT& %1&

In this equation, the standard unit of concentration (c8) has a
value of 1mol L!1 for solution-phase free energies, and for the
gas phase is given by P/(RT), where P and T are the standard
pressure and temperature used in calculating the partition
functions (in this case, P# 1 atm and T# 298.15K), and R is
the universal gas constant (R# 0.0820575 atmLmol!1 K!1).

Results and Discussion

Chain-length effects in the RAFT process were studied for two
different polymerization systems: (i) TBDTB-mediated poly-
merization of methyl methacrylate (MMA) in the presence of
AIBN initiator; (ii) 2-(((ethylthio)carbonothioyl)thio)propanoic
acid-mediated polymerization of acrylamide (AM) in the pres-
ence of AIBN initiator. The former was chosen for comparison
with the previous study of dithiobenzoate-mediated polymeri-
zation of styrene (STY) as in Fig. 1a;[17] the latter was chosen
for comparison with the previous study of trithiocarbonate-
mediated polymerization of methyl acrylate (MA) as in
Fig. 1b.[10a] For each system, we considered the addition of the
first four propagating radicals (i.e. Init–(M)"nwhere n# 0, 1, 2, 3)
to the initial RAFT agent, where the initiating species (Init") was
either the RAFT-agent leaving-group R", t-butyl in case (i) and
CH(CH3)COOH in case (ii), or the cyanoisopropyl fragment
formed from decomposition of AIBN initiator. The calculated
chain-length-dependent equilibrium constants (at 298.15K) are
provided in Table 1, both for the gas phase and in the presence of
bulk monomer as solvent; the data are also plotted in Fig. 2.
From Fig. 2, it is clear that chain-length effects in the early
stages of the RAFT process are again highly significant and even
their qualitative trends are highly dependent on the nature of
initiating species, monomer, and RAFT agent, and can also be
influenced by the solvent. In what follows, we show that,
although seemingly erratic, these effects are in fact easily
explainable in terms of known structure–reactivity principles.

Comparison with Experiment

The only directly measured equilibrium constant available for
any of the reactions studied in the present work is that for the
reaction of t-butyl radical with S#C(Ph)S–tBu (i.e. the n# 0
reaction for the t-butyl initiating group in Fig. 2a), which was
previously studied both experimentally and theoretically at
208C in benzene.[10b] Comparing the results in the present
work (2.6( 1010 Lmol!1) with those from our previous
computational study (4.5( 108 Lmol!1) and experiment
(6) 4( 108 Lmol!1), it is clear that the present values differ
from the others by between one and two orders of magnitude.
Although the reaction conditions are slightly different, most of
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the difference in the computational results is because in the
present work, we used the new-generation solvation model
COSMO-RS; in the previous studies of RAFT, we used a sim-
pler continuum model, PCM-UAHF.[10] As noted above,
COSMO-RS was chosen for this work because it is a more

sophisticated theoretical model, and was recently found to be
necessary in a study of the propagation kinetics of acrylic and
vinyl monomers.[6b] We therefore expected it to perform as well
as or better than PCM-UAHF. Nonetheless, like all solvent
models, COSMO-RS depends on empirical parameters and as
such its performance may vary according to the similarity of the
studied system to the training set. It is therefore not unreasonable
that PCM-UAHF offers better RAFT-based solvation ener-
gies,[10] despite its poorer performance for propagation kinetics.
At this stage, we would therefore recommend PCM-UAHF for
RAFT-based solvation energies, but this conclusion is based on
just two systems and further testing is essential and should be
undertaken as soon as additional directly measured data become
available. In the meantime, it is worth noting that an uncertainty
of up to two orders of magnitude is usually considered quite
reasonable for absolute solution-phase predictions for solvent-
sensitive reactions. At the same time, as any errors are likely to
be primarily dependent on the functional groups present and
their interactions with solvent, the errors in the relative values
within a homologous series are likely to be much smaller than
this and should not obscure structure–reactivity trends.

At a more qualitative level, we can compare the trends in the
present results with trends in experimental transfer constants.
Although we cannot use our current data to calculate exact
transfer constants (as these depend on the kinetics of the
reactions and also require us to consider the chain-length
dependence of the RAFT agent), we can use the results to
identify which radicals are more or less likely to fragment from
the intermediate radical, and in this way, we can predict the
direction of the overall chain-transfer process. In this regard,
we note that as the equilibrium constants are calculated in
the addition direction, an attacking radical that gives rise to a
larger value of K is less likely to fragment than an attacking
radical with a smaller value of K, provided there are no other
significant differences in the reactions (i.e. the reaction condi-
tions and the RAFT–adduct radical a-substituents are held
constant). In establishing the main RAFT equilibrium, it is
important that the initial RAFT-agent leaving-group fragment
preferentially from the intermediate radical instead of the
attacking radical (i.e. Scheme 1 should proceed in the forward
direction until all of the radicals present and all of the RAFT
agent leaving-groups are growing polymer chains).

If we examine the data for the MMA/dithiobenzoate system,
we can see immediately that a t-butyl radical is considerably less
likely to fragment than the corresponding MMA unimer, dimer,
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tation chain transfer (RAFT) equilibrium constant at 258C in the gas phase

(black dotted lines) and solution (red solid lines) for (a) a model dithio-

benzoate-mediated polymerization of methyl methacrylate; and (b) a model

trithiocarbonate-mediated polymerization of acrylamide at 258C. In each

case, circles indicate reactions where R is the initiator fragment (i.e.

C(CH3)2CN) and squares indicate reactions where R is the leaving group

of the RAFT agent (i.e. C(CH3)3 and CH(CH3)COOH respectively).

Table 1. Calculated chain-length dependence of the gas-phase and solution-phase equilibrium constants at 258C (K, L mol21) for model reversible

addition]fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) reactions of the form R](M)n
"
1S5C(Z)SR9 - R](M)n]SC

"
(Z)SR9

Equilibrium constants calculated at the W1-ONIOM level of theory in conjunction with the harmonic oscillator approximation (see text for further details)

R! !M! S#C(Z)SR0 K

n# 0

K

n# 1

K

n# 2

K

n# 3

Gas-phase calculation

!C(CH3)2CN !CH2C(CH3)(COOCH3)! S#C(Ph)SC(CH3)3 3.51( 103 7.72( 103 3.58( 103 1.17( 106

!C(CH3)3 !CH2C(CH3)(COOCH3)! S#C(Ph)SC(CH3)3 2.40( 1010 1.69( 103 1.50( 104 1.17( 106

!C(CH3)2CN !CH2CH(COOH)! S#C(SCH2CH3)SCH(CH3)COOH 4.58( 10!1 2.64( 102 1.17( 106 8.14( 107

!CH(CH3)COOH !CH2CH(COOH)! S#C(SCH2CH3)SCH(CH3)COOH 1.89( 102 4.28( 103 1.02( 107 8.14( 107

Solution-phase calculationA

!C(CH3)2CN !CH2C(CH3)(COOCH3)! S#C(Ph)SC(CH3)3 4.70( 102 1.50( 103 9.06( 102 7.53( 103

!C(CH3)3 !CH2C(CH3)(COOCH3)! S#C(Ph)SC(CH3)3 2.55( 1010 1.68( 102 2.32( 103 7.53( 103

!C(CH3)2CN !CH2CH(CONH2)! S#C(SCH2CH3)SCH(CH3)COOH 1.09( 10!1 1.15( 10!4 3.15( 10!1 2.43( 10!1

!CH(CH3)COOH !CH2CH(CONH2)! S#C(SCH2CH3)SCH(CH3)COOH 2.01( 10!1 1.24( 10!4 1.20 2.43( 10!1

AEquilibrium constants calculated for polymerizations in bulk using W1-ONIOM with COSMO-RS (see text for further details).
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or trimer. This implies that TBDTB would be a poor choice of
RAFT agent forMMApolymerization, as the attacking polymer
chain would fragment preferentially from the intermediate
radical, and would not to be transferred to the RAFT agent even
after several polymerization steps. By contrast, the cyano-
isopropyl radical is a better leaving group than the various
MMA-oligomers and would fragment preferentially from the
pre-equilibrium, allowing rapid establishment of the main
equilibrium. These findings are of course in excellent agreement
with the experimental results for these systems, which show that
CIPDTB is an excellent choice of RAFT agent for MMA
polymerization whereas TBDTB affords poor control owing to
its very low transfer constant.[31] At the same time, the effec-
tiveness of cyanoisopropyl as a leaving group suggests that any
AIBN-derived cyanoisopropyl radicals themselves are unlikely
to transfer to the RAFT agent until after they have added to
monomer. Although this hypothesis would be difficult to test in
a CIPDTB-mediated polymerization, there is experimental evi-
dence from other dithiobenzoate-mediated polymerizations that
transfer of a cyanoisopropyl radical to theRAFT agent is aminor
or negligible pathway.[32] Finally, the differences in equilibrium
constants between theMMAunimers, dimers, and trimers imply
that during the establishment of themain equilibrium– the phase
known as initialization – the transfer of the RAFT agent from
unimer to dimer to trimer is not always completely smooth,
although the relative fragmentation preferences are not large
enough to prevent the main equilibrium from being established.

The solution-phase results for the acrylamide polymerization
reveal that both initial attacking radicals have higher K values
compared with the corresponding unimers and would therefore
be poor leaving groups. However, unlike t-butyl in the MMA
example above, once the unimers react further with monomer
and convert to the corresponding dimer or trimer, transfer then
becomes possible and control should not be impaired. Although
there does not appear to be an exact match in the experimental
literature to our studied system, a recent study of gamma
radiation-initiated polymerization of N,N-dimethyl acrylamide
in the presence of S#C(SCH(COOH)CH3)2 in an aqueous
solvent under ambient conditions reported excellent control
over the polymerization.[33] At the same time, though, the
authors observed short induction periods consistent with slow
establishment of the main equilibrium and such observations
would be consistent with the present results.

Primary Substituent Effects

As expected, the largest changes in the equilibrium constant
occur when the a substituents on the attacking radical are
changed (i.e. among the different n# 0 reactions for a given
RAFT agent/monomer and between its n# 0 and n# 1 reac-
tions). In particular, for the MMA/dithiobenzoate system, the
equilibrium constants vary over eight orders of magnitude
depending on whether the attacking radical is a cyanoisopropyl
radical, a t-butyl radical, or the MMA unimer. The magnitude
and direction of these effects is, not surprisingly, heavily de-
pendent on the nature of the attacking radical and the nature of
the RAFT agent. In theMMA/dithiobenzoate example (Fig. 2a),
the equilibrium constant decreases from n# 0 to n# 1 when the
initiating species is the t-butyl radical, but remains relatively
constant when the initiating species is cyanoisopropyl. This is
in stark contrast to the STY/dithiobenzoate example (Fig. 1a),
where K increases significantly from n# 0 to n# 1 when the
initiating species is the cyanoisopropyl, and also when it is a
cumyl radical. In theAM/trithiocarbonate example (Fig. 2b), the

equilibrium constant increases in the gas phase from n# 0 to
n# 1 for both initiating species; at the same time, it decreases
in solution, more in line with the solution-phase MA/
trithiocarbonate system in Fig. 1b.

To analyze these present results, it is helpful to summarize
the relevant findings of the previous studies of primary substit-
uent effects on the rate and equilibrium constants for the
addition–fragmentation process.[25,34] In reactions with a fixed
RAFT agent, changes to the substituents on the attacking radical
primarily affect the equilibrium constant by modifying the
stability of the attacking radical itself. Thus, the more stabilized
the attacking radical, the less favourable the addition reaction
and the lower the equilibrium constant. Effects of the attacking
radical substituents on the overall radical stabilization energy of
the RAFT–adduct radical are relativelyminor as the substituents
are remote from the radical centre. This is why the equilibrium
constants can reflect the full effect of changes to the attacking
radical stability. However, because RAFT–adduct radicals are
always substituted with two or more lone-pair substituents, the
substituents on the attacking radical can exert significant homo-
anomeric effects on the strength of the formed S–R bond, and
this in turn affects the equilibrium constant, often in seemingly
erratic ways. Other effects on the equilibrium constant can
include steric effects on the strength of the formed S–R bond
when R is very bulky, and other direct interactions between
substituents on R and the RAFT agent (such as hydrogen
bonding)[35] that occur in the RAFT–adduct radical but not the
isolated reagents.

The homoanomeric effect, by turning on or off in response to
small changes to the other substituents present, is often respon-
sible for the seemingly anomalous trends and is worth explain-
ing in more detail.[34a] It arises because, when the unpaired
electron on a p-type carbon-centred radical, 2p(C") interacts
with an adjacent lone pair-donor substituent such as sulfur,
the three-electron interaction, although stabilizing, results in the
unpaired electron occupying a higher-energy orbital than 2p
(C"). Further interactions with additional lone pair groups are
therefore weaker than they would be in isolation, because the
energy gap between the unpaired electron and lone pair is
increased by the first interaction (see Fig. 3a). At the same time,
by raising the energy of the unpaired electron, the interaction
with a first lone pair donor (R0) helps to reduce the energy gap
between the unpaired electron and the s* orbital of a second
b S–R bond. As a result, it sometimes becomes more energeti-
cally favourable for the second lone pair-donor substituent (S–R,
say) to stabilize the radical hyperconjugatively by accepting
electron density into the antibonding orbital of the b S–R bond,
rather than through a lone pair-donor interaction (see Fig. 3b).
This is particularly favourable when R contains strong electron-
withdrawing substituents and R0 does not. Depending on the
relative strengths of the lone pair-donor versus pseudo-p acceptor
interactions, RAFT–adduct radicals can either undergo two
weakened lone pair-donor interactions with both sulfur atoms
or they can undergo one strong lone pair-donor interaction with
one of the sulfurs and a hyperconjugative interaction with the
s* orbital of the b S–R bond associated with the second. The
overall radical stabilization energy of the RAFT–adduct radical is
similar in both cases, but there are large differences in the
strengths of the S–R and S–R0 bonds.When both sulfur lone pairs
interact with the unpaired electron inRSC"(Z)SR0, the strengths of
the S–R and S–R0 bonds are similar to one another except when
steric factors intervene. However, if S–R undergoes a homoano-
meric interaction, this bond is substantially weakened because
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electron density is placed into itss* antibonding orbital, and this
makes the addition of R" to S#C(Z)SR0 relatively less favourable
than might otherwise have been expected on the basis of other
considerations.

The trends in the present results of Fig. 2, and the previous
results of Fig. 1, are generally explicable in terms of these simple
principles. Thus, for example, in Fig. 2a, we see that the n# 0K
value for an initiating t-butyl radical is considerably higher than
for a cyanoisopropyl radical or an MMA-terminated unimer.
This is in part due to the lower radical stabilization energy
(RSE) of t-butyl (23.0 kJmol!1)[36] versus cyanoisopropyl
(58.3 kJmol!1)[36] or "C(CH3)2COOCH3 (54.6 kJmol!1),[36]

which helps to push the addition–fragmentation equilibrium
away from the t-butyl radical toward the RAFT–adduct radical,
and in part due to the homoanomeric effect caused by the
electron-withdrawing substituents on the latter two species.
This same homoanomeric effect, which occurs for the elec-
tron-withdrawing cyanoisopropyl, causes the cumyl (RSE#
69.7 kJmol!1)[36] and cyanoisopropyl radical additions in
Fig. 1a to have similar equilibrium constants despite the greater
radical stability in the former case. It is worth stressing that, even
ignoring homoanomeric effects, there are sufficient differences
in these radical stabilities to account for a six orders of magni-
tude variation in the equilibrium constant of the n# 0 MMA/
dithiobenzoate system, whereas, based on the styrene/
dithiobenzoate results, homoanomeric effects could easily
account for the remainder of the differences. The substituent
effects are certainly large but, on the basis of these results, not
‘unreasonably large’.

The trithiocarbonate systems of Figs 1b and 2b are compli-
cated by the fact that instead of two lone pair donors, there
are three, and, depending on the other substituents present, the
sulfur associated with the formed R–S bond will not necessarily
participate in direct orbital interactions with the unpaired
electron. In addition, for these two systems, the radicals and
RAFT agents involved can undergo strong hydrogen-bonding
interactions. These are energetically much more significant in
the gas phase than in solution, as the solvent field contributes to
stabilizing the relevant functional groups. This leads to large
differences in the quantitative and also qualitative trends in the

equilibrium constants between the two phases. This is particu-
larly pronounced in the AM/trithiocarbonate system of Fig. 2b,
as the acid and amide groups offer multiple opportunities for
hydrogen-bonding interactions. For the n# 0 reactions in this
system, the cyanoisopropyl addition in the gas phase has a lower
equilibrium constant than either the "CH(CH3)COOH radical
(RSE# 41.9 kJmol!1)[36] or the AM unimers ("CH(CH3)
CONH2, RSE# 42.2 kJmol!1),[36] consistent with its greater
radical stability and steric bulk. However, in solution, the
equilibrium constants for both "CH(CH3)COOH and the
AM unimers drop substantially whereas the cyanoisopropyl
radical equilibrium constant remains virtually unchanged.
The net result of this is that its K value in solution is similar
to that for "CH(CH3)COOH and considerably higher than that
for either unimer, a trend that is no longer consistent with the
RSE of the radicals.

These changes reflect the complicated role of solvent effects
when the RAFT agent and attacking radical contain functional
groups (such as acids and amides in this case) capable of
undergoing multiple strong hydrogen-bonding interactions.
With the exception of cyanoisopropyl, all of the reactions in
this series lead to the creation of new hydrogen bonds between
the substituents on the attacking radical and the substituents on
the RAFT agent. These hydrogen bonds stabilize the RAFT–
adduct radical compared with the isolated reactants and thus
lead to an increase in K. These hydrogen bonds are clearly
evident in Fig. S2 of the Accessory Publication, where it is seen
that, within this series, there are generally multiple hydrogen
bonds both within the isolated reagents and between their
functional groups in the adduct-radical. Although the situation
is very complicated, it appears that the inclusion of penultimate
(and to a lesser extent antepenultimate units) provides additional
hydrogen-bonding opportunities that lead to an increase in K
from n# 0 to n# 1 to n# 2 in the gas phase irrespective of other
considerations. In solution, these hydrogen bonds, while still
present and contributing to the trends, are energetically less
significant because the reagents are now stabilized by the
solvent field. Moreover, even in the absence of other considera-
tions, this stabilization by the solvent is more significant in the
isolated reagents than in the radical adducts owing to the greater

S

Interaction with
one lone pair

Interaction with
one lone pair

S

Interaction with
2nd lone pair

S

Interaction with
S–R antibonding orbital

S–R !*

(a) (b)

C
C

Fig. 3. Orbital interaction diagrams showing qualitatively the effect of an interaction between an unpaired electron

and a lone pair donor on (a) an interaction with a second lone pair donor; and (b) a hyperconjugative interaction with

the s* orbital of the breaking bond. As the first interaction raises the energy of the unpaired electron, this leads to a
widening energy gap (and hence a weaker interaction) between the unpaired electron and any subsequent lone pair,

but a decreasing gap (and hence a stronger interaction) between the unpaired electron and the vacant s* orbital.

Depending on the relative energies involved, the radical can either be stabilized by two weakened lone-pair donor

interactions (i.e. case (a)) or by a strong lone pair-donor interaction with one S lone pair and a hyperconjugative

interaction with the antibonding orbital of the other S–R bond (as in case (b)).
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surface area in the former case. As a result of these two factors,
the K values are generally considerably lower in solution
comparedwith the gas phase. The extent of the decrease depends
on the strength of the hydrogen bonds involved and the ability of
the solvent to stabilize the particular reagents. From Fig. 2b, it is
clear that the drop in K is negligible for cyanoisopropyl (which
does not undergo hydrogen bonding with the RAFT agent
substituents), relatively small for the "CH(CH3)COOHattacking
radical and largest for AM-terminated attacking radicals,
presumably because the bulk AM solvent is better suited to
stabilizing AM than "CH(CH3)COOH.

Penultimate Unit Effects

It is clear from both Figs 1 and 2 that penultimate unit effects can
also be substantial: for example, the change from n# 1 to n# 2
in the AM/trithiocarbonate system is as much as four orders of
magnitude; the difference between a cyanoisopropyl and cumyl
penultimate unit for the n# 1 system in Fig. 1a is around three
orders of magnitude. However, generally penultimate unit
effects are much smaller than primary substituent effects
because they are further removed from the reaction centre ex-
cept when, as discussed above for the AM/trithiocarbonate
system, they are able to undergo anchimeric interactions such as
hydrogen bonding directly with substituents on the RAFT agent.
In the absence of these effects, penultimate units primarily affect
radical stability by modifying the ability of the b CH2 group of
the attacking radical to undergo hyperconjugation with the
radical centre. They can also affect radical stability by modi-
fying the ability of the other terminal substituents to stabilize the
radical. For instance, penultimate units may contribute to steric-
induced conformational changes that might prevent effective
overlap between the unpaired electron and a lone pair donor or
p-acceptor substituent; alternatively, such effects might help to
stabilize a radical by inhibiting cross-conjugation. In addition,
groups with strong sigma-withdrawing capacity (such as
cyanoisopropyl) can modify the polarity of the attacking radical
enough to cause homoanomeric effects in the adduct radical.

To provide an indication of the typical magnitude of penulti-
mate unit effects on radical stability, RSEs were calculated
for a small set of unimeric (H–M"), dimeric (H–M–M") and
cyanoisopropyl-initiated unimeric (Init–M") radicals for various
monomers, including those relevant to Figs 1 and 2. Some of the
(H–M") unimeric radicals were taken from our recent study[36]

on radical stability; the remainder were calculated new as part of

the present work using identical theoretical procedures. The
results are provided in Table 2.

With two exceptions,VAandAM, the dimer radicalsH–M–M"

are slightly less stabilized than the corresponding unimer
radicals H–M", although in all cases except styrene, these effects
would translate to less than an order of magnitude difference in
the equilibrium constant. In the styrene case, the decrease in
RSE is larger (closer to three orders of magnitude in equilibrium
constant terms), and this is in line with the larger changes to
the equilibrium constant for styrene/dithiobenzoate results in
Fig. 1a. The reason that stability decreases is that, on moving
from the unimer (H–M") to the dimer (H–M–M"), one of the
bC–Hbonds is replaced by the nextmonomer unit. This reduces
the opportunity for hyperconjugative interactions (as there are
now two C–H bonds instead of three at this position) and, at the
same time, can weaken the strength of those that remain by
competing for them. This latter effect is likely to be particularly
significant for styrene, owing its strongly p-accepting phenyl
ring. The exceptions, VA and AM, are notable in that, in these
cases, groups on the penultimate unit undergo hydrogen-
bonding interactions with the carbonyl (in VA) or nitrogen (in
AM) on the terminal unit, and in doing so, they weaken the
cross-conjugation interactions in the terminal unit, thereby
increasing the ability of the oxygen (VA) or carbonyl (AM) to
stabilize the radical.

In contrast, when the penultimate unit of the propagating
radical is a cyanoisopropyl initiator fragment instead (i.e. Init–M"),
the radical tends to be greater in stability compared with both the
unimer (H–M") and dimer (H–M–M"). In these cases, the strong
sigma-withdrawing properties of the cyanoisopropyl group help
to enhance the hyperconjugative interactions of the b C–H
groups by destabilizing their sigma-bonding orbitals. This
stabilization of Init–M" compared with H–M", and destabiliza-
tion of H–M–M" compared with H–M", means that the stabilities
of Init–M" and H–M–M" can be quite different (as much as
16 kJmol!1 in the case of styrene), and these penultimate unit
effects help to explain the differences of up to three orders of
magnitude between n# 1 unimers terminated with different
initiating fragments and between n# 1 and n# 2. Once again,
the changes are large but not ‘unreasonably large’ given the
stabilities of the radicals involved.

Antepenultimate Unit Effects

Substituent effects at the antepenultimate position are generally
quite small (usually the change from n# 2 and n# 3 is less than
one order of magnitude). This is not unexpected as such sub-
stituents are generally too far removed from the reaction centre
to influence bond strength or radical stability or polarity
directly. Although anchimeric interactions (such as hydrogen
bonding) are possible, their effects tend to have largely
converged by the trimer stage, at least for reactions with
low-molecular-weight RAFT agents. This is because, in a
low-molecular-weight RAFT agent, there are limited sites for
hydrogen bonding with the attacking radical. Likewise in the
attacking radical itself, there are limited sites at which hydrogen
bonding can lead to a direct effect on radical stability or polarity
as this tends to require a direct interaction with the a sub-
stituents. In each case, once these key sites are occupied, further
hydrogen-bonding interactions tend to involve remote sites that
are preserved on reaction and do not contribute to a change in
reaction energy.

However, there are two important exceptions to these general
rules. The first is illustrated in Fig. 2a where it is seen that the

Table 2. Calculated radical stabilization energies (RSE, 298.15K,

kJmol21) forH]M
"
,H]M]M

"
, and Init]M

"
,where Init5 cyanoisopropyl,

and H–M
"
5CH3CH2

"
(Et), CH3CH(Ph)

"
(STY), CH3CH

(COOCH3)
"

(MA), CH3C(CH3)(COOCH3)
"

(MMA), CH3CH

(OCOCH3)
"
(VA), CH3CH(CONH2)

"
(AM), and CH3CH(COOH)

"
(AA)

The RSE of radical R
"
is defined as the enthalpy change of the reaction

R
" $CH4 - RH$ "

CH3. RSE were calculated at the G3(MP2)-RAD level

of theory, as used and validated in ref. [36]

M H–M
"

H–M–M
"

Init–M
"

Et 13.5 10.6 11.1

STY 68.3 56.8 73.0

MA 42.0 37.9 43.8

MMA 54.6 52.5 66.2

VA 24.4 26.8 29.2

AM 42.2 47.4 39.6

AA 41.9 37.6 46.2
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gas-phase equilibrium constant for n# 3 increases sharply after
appearing to have converged at the n# 1 stage. The reason for
this is clear on examination of the adduct radical geometries for
this system (see Fig. S2 of the Accessory Publication). Here it is
seen that, owing to the larger steric effects associated with this
1,1-disubstituted monomer, the preferred conformations of the
attacking radical and RAFT–adduct radical tend to be fully
extended for the n# 0 to n# 2 species, thereby preventing
anchimeric effects from influencing the reaction energies.
However, once the chain length is extended sufficiently (in this
case, when n# 3), it then becomes sterically feasible for it to
wrap around, making anchimeric interactions with substituents
on the RAFT agent possible. In other words, in this sterically
bulky system, the reduced flexibility delays the onset (and hence
convergence) of anchimeric interactions until slightly longer
chain lengths are achieved. Although this should be taken into
account when modelling RAFT systems, it is also important to
reiterate that such anchimeric interactions tend to be much less
significant in the solution phase compared with the gas phase, as
is the case for this particular system.

The other exception to these general rules would occur when,
as in a practical RAFT polymerization, the chain length of the
RAFT agent also extends during the reaction. When this occurs,
additional hydrogen-bonding sites are created on both of the
reactants as their chain lengths are extended, and this raises the
possibility of a non-converging stabilization of the RAFT–
adduct radical with chain length. If this were to occur in practice,
the equilibrium constants calculated or measured using low-
molecular-weight RAFT agents would be expected to under-
estimate the true polymeric values. However, as we have seen,
the significance of these effects is likely to be relatively small
in solution, where the solvent field diminishes the energetic
importance of hydrogen bonding. Certainly, the ‘converged’
equilibrium constant for the MA/trithiocarbonate system in
Fig. 1b is in excellent agreement with the experimentally
determined polymeric equilibrium constant (as measured via
laser flash photolysis for the closely related butyl acrylate/
trithiocarbonate system under the same conditions[14]).[10a]

Nonetheless, further direct experimental studies involving both
polymeric radicals and polymeric RAFT agents would be
desirable to probe this further.

Conclusions and Implications

In the present work, we have used ab initio molecular orbital
theory to study the effects of chain length on the addition–
fragmentation equilibrium constant in two RAFT polymeriza-
tions: TBDTB-mediated polymerization of methyl methacrylate,
and 2-(((ethylthio)carbonothioyl)thio)propanoic acid-mediated
polymerization of acrylamide, both in the presence of AIBN
initiator at 298.15K in the gas phase in the presence of the
respective bulk monomers as solvent. The results were com-
pared with the other two known sets of chain-length dependent
data from the literature (a dithiobenzoate-mediated polymeri-
zation of styrene[17] and a trithiocarbonate-mediated polymeri-
zation of methyl acrylate[10a]) with a view to explaining the
structure–reactivity trends and addressing the recent sugges-
tion[12] that reported chain-length effects for the RAFT process
seem ‘erratic’ and ‘unreasonably large’.

Our results further confirm that the effects of primary and
(to a lesser extent) penultimate substituents on the addition–
fragmentation equilibrium constants in RAFT polymerization
can be very large (up to eight orders of magnitude) and should

be taken into account in kinetic models. Antepenultimate unit
effects are relatively small, implying that, for most systems,
chain-length effects have largely converged by the dimer stage
except for the MMA/dithiocarbonate system. In this latter case,
owing to steric hindrance, the onset and convergence of anchi-
meric interactions is delayed to slightly longer chain lengths.
We additionally anticipate that a slower rate of convergence
might be observed for strongly hydrogen bonding systems
when reactions with polymeric, rather than low-molecular-
weight, RAFT agents are considered. In such cases, we expect
the polymeric equilibrium constants to be higher owing to
additional stabilization in the RAFT–adduct radical; however,
the effects are likely to be relatively small in solution.

The magnitude and direction of chain-length effects in the
addition–fragmentation equilibrium constants vary consider-
ably with the nature of the RAFT agent, the initiating species,
the propagating radical and which (if any) solvent is present.
In other words, in contrast to diffusion-controlled termination
processes, there is no simple formula that can be applied in a
kinetic model, and the chain-length-dependent data do have to
be obtained on a case-by-case basis. The observed substituent
effects arise primarily in the differing stabilities in the attacking
radicals which, unlike in other reactions such as propagation, are
translated in full to the equilibrium constants and result in the
large chain-length effects observed. The equilibrium constants
can also be significantly influenced by homoanomeric effects,
which result in electron-withdrawing radicals having lower
equilibrium constants than otherwise expected, and hydrogen-
bonding interactions, which can result in the equilibrium con-
stants being higher than otherwise expected. Collectively, these
simple principles can explain the seemingly ‘erratic’ and
‘unreasonably large’ trends in the data.

Accessory Publication

Further computational details, complete optimized geometries
in the form of pictures and Gaussian archive entries, and
corresponding total free energies for all studied species are
available on the Journal’s website.
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